
https://eng4school.ru - огромное количество полезных материалов как для изучающих английский язык, так и 
для обучающих английскому языку: правила грамматики, упражнения, олимпиады, учебники и УМК, статьи, 
видео, аудио и др. 

Future Simple Exercises. 6 класс 
Ответы 

1. 
2. will 
3. ‘ll 
4. will 
5. won’t 
6. ‘ll 
7. won’t 
8. ‘ll 

2. 
2. We will recycle everything.  
3. There won’t be any cars.  
4. People won’t travel by plane.  
5. We will buy everything online.  
6. Factories won’t pollute rivers. 

3. 
2. won’t have 
3. will pay 
4. will live 
5. won’t throw 
6. will take 
7. won’t be 

4. 
2. Will more people ride bicycles? Yes, they will. 
3. Will people drop litter? No, they won’t. 
4. Will people recycle their rubbish? Yes, they will. 
5. Will shops sell healthier food? Yes, they will. 
6. Will the town use wind energy? Yes, it will. 
7. Will the air be less polluted? Yes, it will. 
8. Will the streets be cleaner? Yes, they will. 

5. 
2. b Where will energy come from? 
3. i Will there be more buses? 
4. e Will people look after the environment? 
5. f Will people recycle more rubbish? 
6. a What will people do at weekends? 
7. h Will people eat lots of fast food? 
8. d Will birds live in the trees? 
9. c Will the sea be cleaner? 
10. g Will the fish in the sea be ill? 

a People will exercise much more. 
b Energy will come from wind farms. 
c Yes, the sea will be less polluted. 
d Yes, birds will return to the trees. 
e Yes, people will look after the environment. 
f Yes, they’ll recycle bottles. 
g No, the fish in the sea will be healthier. 
h No, they’ll eat healthy food. 
i Yes, there will be lots of buses. 

 
6. 

Pupils’ own answers. 
Example answers: 
Yes, I will. / No, I won’t. 


